
History 371 Notes 
Tuesday, May 29, 2018 

• What makes America great?  
 - 1st Amendment  
 - Racial + cultural diversity  
 - Democracy 
 - Enlightenment  
 - Justice system  
 - Military  
 - Democracy  
 - Natural resources  
 - Government  
 - Beauty and quality of life 
 * What is the American dream? 

• What makes America bad?  
 - Income gap / athletes and celebrities  
 - Education  
 - Culture and values 
 - We don’t vote à voting requires an intellectual, thoughtful American  
 - Poverty rate à very high rate of poverty in working people  
 - Equality à not enough fairness / implicit bias  
 - Safety net à it’s easy to fall through the cracks à become homeless, etc.  
 - (Opinion) lacking in compassion à we don’t care about others  
 - Healthcare à how we distribute healthcare and insurance  
 - Imperialism?  
 - Capitalism à we favor the economy  
 - Money in politics  
 - Fake news à the way we consume news / people are dependent  
 - Stubbornness à we don’t like to challenge our views  
 - Social Media  
 - Gun control à how we use and regulate firearms  
 - Rate of violence  

 
Thursday, May 31, 2018: Reconstruction  
 *View reconstruction as a window 
*The number one problem was white supremacists 
*We still have a racial disparity today, between blacks and whites  
*Even after reconstruction, there is a defensiveness of white southerners who think blacks are 
taking their stuff that “belongs” to them  

• Two ends of the spectrum to understand racism:  
 - History (we have to understand history) ßà Individual behavior (it’s all about 
 our capacity as humans)  

• Origin of the problem = the slave trade in the 15th century (1400’s and 1500’s) 
 - Age of Exploration  
 - Europeans did not invent black slavery à they traveled to Western Africa where 
 the slave trade already existed 
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  lucrative arrangement  
 - Wilsonianism à a cluster of ideas, an ideology  
  - The central idea that the U.S. had become so special that it was best  
  suited to lead a world to a peaceful place  
  - We created a nation of immigrants; we had phenomenal industrial  
  growth; had manifest destiny that moved us towards the Progressive era  
  - Envisioned an open world à without any barriers to commerce, no  
  impediments to democratic politics, no secret diplomacy, criticized the  
  notion of sprawling European empires and believed in the self   
  determination of peoples (everyone should have their own place)  
  - “We created the nation not to serve ourselves, but to serve mankind”  
 - The Germans harassed neutral ships (said all boats are fair game) à sank U.S. 
 and British submarines / vessels  

• The Lusitania  
 - In 1915, the Lusitania is sunk by the Germans (big ship sails from New York to 
 Los Angeles) à a British vessel 
 - Day before the ship set sails, the Germans put out an advertisement in the NY 
 Times telling everyone (the passengers) who set foot on the ship will die  
 - The constant aggression in the seas was the trigger for U.S. to join the war 
 - In 1917, Wilson finally says “the world must be made safe for democracy”  

• The Zimmerman Telegraph 
 - The final trigger to the United States entering the war  
 - Germans phoned Mexico à told them they would help Mexico take back 
 America à a major threat to the Western hemisphere and Mexico did not have 
 confidence that Germany would come through  
 - It’s warfare against mankind  

• Managing the Nation  
 - The most enduring legacy of WWI is the Selective Service Act of 1917 à we 
 did not have a draft prior to the war à requires all males between 20 – 30 to 
 register to be drafted into war  
  - Numbers were smaller in WWI than WWII  
  - The draft can be reenacted any time  
  - Throughout history, the deferment process was abused à many poor  
  Americans were going to war (more problematic in WWII)  
  - A diverse group by the standards of that time (white ethnics)  
 - The government intervention into the American economy à we move into a 
 socialist /socialized system  
  - (Fiscal revolution and taxation) Before the war, almost all money came  
  from sales taxes à federal tax laws emerge (income, estate, profit)  
  - Administrations are created 
  - Vigilantianism replaced police force  
 - The downside was extreme illusion of elites and federal government  
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  - Tet offensive marks a turning point of the war à was about Americans 
finally realizing it was a horrible situation and that we were losing  
 - Reputation was at stake, willing to sacrifice American lives  
 - Anti-war movement became huge in 1968 
 - No money coming in, we were paying millions of dollars  

• Richard Nixon (1:21:00) 
 - Elected in 1968 
 - Ramps down the war, pulls troops from Vietnam  
 - Total losses were 58,000 Americans, and 1-3 millions Vietnamese  
 - Watergate 
 - By the 1970’s, this nation is reeling and on our heels  

• Immigration Act of 1965 (1:44:25) 
 - In 1848, the American / Mexican border is established due to the Mexican and 
American war 
 - Immigration Act of 1924 was unabashedly racist policy that targeted eastern and 
southern Europeans who were perceived to be undesirable immigrants, limited those 
immigrants but increased the number of western Europeans, did nothing about Mexico 
because we did not want to disrupt our heavy dependency on Mexico 
 - Part of the ambitions of Americans in the late 19th century was to assure the 
continued immigration of Mexican people into our country and we maintained a very 
assertive stance towards Mexico that is we invested very heavily in Mexican land, oil, 
mines, railroads, to the point where by the time the Mexican revolution came along 1910 
– 1920 very few Mexican people could own land or property  
 - We instituted the Bracero program from 1942 to 1965 which brought in 
Mexicans to the United States à Mexico and the U.S. were dependent and 
interdependent on each other  
 - The Wetback Program issued by Eisenhower which was to capture illegal 
immigrants and sent them back à was successful  
 - This evolving relationship we have with Mexico 
 - Immigration Act of 1965 rolled back and abolished the country of origin quotas 
that had been established during the Immigration Act of 1924 
  - We had country origin quotas (there could only be so many of…) 
  - The new immigration act said this wasn’t fair and said let’s have a fixed 
maximum quota, essentially allotted a certain amount of lottery tickets to immigrants but 
we wouldn’t limit those on the basis of their origin 
  - Product of the unprecedented liberal congress of the 1960’s 
  - Our country allowed for millions of new immigrants to come into 
America, by the 1970’s it was about 10 – 15 million  
  - Should be remembered for vastly expanding the immigrant population so 
that we truly have a diverse immigrant population we have today  
 - America was overwhelmingly white in 1965 
 - Proposition 187 
  - By the 1990’s, we were in an economic slump and because of hostility 
towards immigration, undocumented kids in CA could be taken back to Mexico  

 
Thursday, July 5, 2018:  
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